Following the early evolutionary history of coronaviruses, it has been determined that the novel COVID19 coronavirus is homologous (based on genome sequence analysis) to human coronaviruses such as severe acute respiratory syndrome (SARS-CoV) and the Middle East respiratory syndrome (MERS-CoV). All coronaviruses are zoonotic pathogens possessing single-strand RNA as their genetic material. Furthermore, following their clinical symptoms of infections in the human body, it was found to be similar. The COVID19 coronavirus not only causes infection of the respiratory and gastrointestinal systems but also causes infection of brain tissues.^[@ref1]^ It has been reported that COVID19 uses spike (S) protein to enter into host cells through the angiotensin-converting enzyme 2 (ACE2) receptors. The ACE2 receptors are expressed and distributed well in brain cells, so they allow chances for brain infections.^[@ref2]^ The experiment carried out by Netland et al.^[@ref3]^ in transgenic mice showed that SARS coronavirus infections caused neuronal death. This experiment demonstrated that the virus enters the brain primarily through the olfactory bulb, and the infection spread rapidly to trans-neurons and then to connected areas of the brain. The extensive neuronal infection was the main cause of death. Importantly, it was also noticed that intracranial inoculation with low doses of virus resulted in a uniformly lethal disease. They found that the death of mice was due to the death of infected neurons located in cardiorespiratory centers in the medulla. Furthermore, the virus induced minimal cellular infiltration in the brain. These results revealed that SARS-CoV can potentially target neurons.^[@ref3]^ Recently, the neuroinvasive and neurodegeneration-like potential of COVID19 are well reported.^[@ref1],[@ref4]^

Therefore, it has become urgent to think about the screening of potential drugs ([Figure [1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}) for the treatment of COVID19 CNS infections.

![Lipophilic drugs can exhibit better CNS penetration ability to treat COVID19 infection.](cn0c00335_0001){#fig1}

Earlier clinical reports suggested that drugs used for the treatment of viral CNS infections showed poor CNS penetration abilities and therefore exhibited lower CSF concentrations and were unable to inhibit or stop viral RNA replication.^[@ref5]^ Chemical structure analysis of those drugs revealed that they possessed lower log *P* values (the critical factor for CNS penetration) and hence were unable to cross the BBB. The low log *P* value of some drugs is due to the presence of more polar atoms such as O, N, S, P, F, etc. in functional groups. A list of drugs ([Table [1](#tbl1){ref-type="other"}](#tbl1){ref-type="other"}) that are currently under clinical trial or in the pipeline for the treatment of COVID19 infection has been summarized.^[@ref6],[@ref7]^

###### List of Drugs Currently Undergoing Clinical Trial or in Pipelines with Their log *P* Values[\*](#t1fn1){ref-type="table-fn"}
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Both chemical structure drawn and log *P* calculation was done using ChemDraw Professional 15.0.

The chemical structures were drawn and the log *P* value was calculated using an *in silico* tool. Ideally, according to Lipinski's rule of 5, a log *P* value less than 5 is useful for a pharmacologically effective drug.^[@ref7]^ Most probably, this information would be highly useful for the biologists in screening drugs, for physicians to select drugs for their prescriptions, and for medicinal chemists to further design potential antiviral drugs targeting the effective treatment of COVID19 CNS infection.
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